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2hang up centrifugally at a stage where their ra-
dius is still large compared to that of the nal NS.
Such a conguration might be unstable to a bar
mode, giving rise to an elongated object that would
emit very strong GWs.
12
The newborn NSs might
also develop a GW-induced instability in their r-
modes.
13,14
I will discuss this possibility more ex-
tensively in Sec. III.
For all these systems, GWs would provide informa-
tion complementary to that made available by neu-
trino observations, focusing on the density struc-
ture and asymmetry of the collapsing core rather
than on its thermal structure.
While we wait eagerly for the rst detections, numeri-
cal simulations of GW sources are beginning to provide
precious insight into the eect of NS structure and dy-
namics on the GW signals. The purpose of this paper
is to explore how simulations are helping and directing
the theory and practice of GW data analysis. To do so,
I will single out two promising GW sources (NS tidal
disruption in NS{BH binaries, in Sec. II; NS r-modes, in
Sec. III) that are currently being attacked with numerical
simulations, and on which I have rst-hand experience.
II. NEUTRON-STAR TIDAL DISRUPTION AS
A PROBE INTO THE EQUATION OF STATE OF
DENSE NUCLEAR MATTER





our galaxy, NS{BH mergers are one of the standard GW
sources for second-generation interferometers (LIGO-II
should be able to detect these systems out to 650 Mpc,
yielding 1{1500 observations per year
3
). The waveforms
generated by these events will contain two kinds of in-
formation. The early part of the inspiral (during which
the NS and BH are still relatively distant, and the dy-
namics can be described accurately by post{Newtonian
equations of motion in the point-mass approximation)
will tell us about the masses and the spins of the NS and
BH. The late part of the inspiral, depending on the bi-
nary parameters, can see the BH tidal eld become so
strong that it disrupts the NS on a dynamical timescale;
physical intuition then suggests that the details of the dis-
ruption process, as encoded in GWs, should carry useful
information about the internal structure of the NS, and
in particular about its EOS.
15
A. A simple analytical model for NS tidal
disruption
The prospects for extracting this information from the
GWs that could be measured from a realistic event have
been evaluated by the present author,
6
using a crude
model that however accounts for most of the relevant
physics. The simplest possible representation of a NS









































FIG. 1: GW frequency at tidal disruption, f
td
(m;R;M; a), as
a function of NS radius R. Here we have set the NS mass to
1:4M

, we have indicated the BH mass on the curves, and we
have omitted the dependence on the BH spin a, which gives
negligible corrections. The BH spin parameter a is neverthe-
less important to decide whether the NS will actually disrupt
before it begins its rapid plunge into the BH. Estimating the
onset of the plunge as the naive 6M ISCO, we nd that to
have disruption we need a=M to assume at least the value in-
dicated by the big dots in this gure. Negative a=M denotes
counterrotating orbits.
inspiraling into a BH is a quasi-equilibrium sequence of
relativistic Roche{Riemann ellipsoids. These ellipsoids
are equilibrium congurations of a self-gravitating, poly-
tropic, Newtonian uid, moving on circular, equatorial
geodesics in the Kerr spacetime, and subject to the BH
relativistic tidal eld.
16
For these congurations, once the
binary parameters m, M , a and r (respectively, the NS
and BH masses, the BH spin, and the binary separation)
are xed, there is only one free parameter, corresponding
to the NS radius R. So we will take R as a representative
of the uncertainty in the NS EOS.
As it inspirals toward the BH, a NS with parameters m
and R would be represented by the appropriate Roche{
Riemann ellipsoid at each separation r, until we reach
a critical r
cr
, beyond which no more equilibrium cong-
urations exist. We identify this end of the equilibrium
sequence with the onset of dynamical tidal disruption,
and from r
cr





(m;R;M; a). This function is shown in
Fig. 1, for the standard NS mass m = 1:4M

, and for a
variety of BH masses. Figure 1 should be read as follows:
given a NS{BH signal, choose the curve corresponding to
the BH mass (as estimated from the frequency evolution
of the early inspiral signal); on the horizontal axis, locate
the frequency at which tidal disruption begins (as esti-
mated from the late part of the GW signal); then read
o the estimated NS radius on the vertical axis.
Figure 1 suggests that the GW frequency at tidal dis-
ruption depends strongly on the NS radius, and that the
disruption waveforms lie in the band of good interferom-
3eter sensitivity for the advanced interferometers such as
LIGO-II. It follows that, in principle, we could use the
waveforms from a NS tidal-disruption event to measure
both the NS mass and the NS radius. However, we still
need to know just how well we could measure them.
B. The matched-ltering paradigm for
gravity-wave data analysis
To answer this question, we need to invoke the theory
of matched-ltering parameter estimation.
17
The general
idea is that GWs will be detected by correlating the mea-
sured signal jsi to a bank of theoretical templates fjh
i
ig,
which represent our best approximation of the realistic
GW signal, as it could happen for a variety of binary
parameters. If the match hsjh
i
i (the correlation between
jh
i
i and jsi) is much higher than the match hh
i
jni that
the template would give, on the average, with noise alone,
then we claim that we have a detection. To know how
well we can estimate R, we ask how probable it is that
a particular realization of detector noise would lead us
to mistake the template jh
R
i with the nearby template
jh
R+R






To compute this match we construct a bank of signal
templates that dier only
42
in the GW frequency at the
onset of tidal disruption. Because we are not interested
in modeling accurately the relativistic dynamics of the
binary, but only the eects of tidal disruption, we gen-
erate our waveforms from simple quadrupole-governed
Newtonian inspirals,
18
cutting o the signal, more or
less abruptly,
43
when the instantaneous GW frequency
reaches f
td
. Computing the match between nearby tem-
plates, we estimate the granularity to which f
td
can be
measured for a given signal strength (inversely propor-
tional to distance); we can then use our equation for f(R)
to propagate the errors to the NS radius. The nal result
of this exercise is that, employing advanced Earth-based
interferometers such as LIGO-II
3
, we should be able to
measure the NS radius to 15%, for tidal-disruption events
at distances that yield about one event per year.
6
This
estimated error should be compared to the error (about
a factor of two) in the measurements of the NS thermal
radius.
C. Inverting the mass{radius relation
What can we do once we get a few points on the m(R)
curve? We can try to solve for the EOS of dense nu-
clear matter in NSs. The relativistic model of nonro-
tating NSs may be considered as a mapping from the NS














to macroscopic NS quantities such as mass and radius.
Let us work through this mapping in the case of a poly-
tropic EOS, p = p(). First, we set the central density

c
; then, we solve the OV equations and compute the
NS radius R = R(
c





from these two equations, completing our




has shown how to invert the OV mapping
using even a few m(R) data points. Suppose that p()
is known up to a certain density 
max
from other obser-
vations and experiments. Now start with the least dense
NS, and integrate the OV equations backward, from the
surface of the star [where we know R and m(R)] down
to the radius where  = 
max
. We are then left with a
stellar core of known mass and radius, and we can use an
analytic approximation for the solution of the OV equa-









EOS, and repeat for the next NS. The result is p() as
a piecewise linear law. This analysis can be generalized
to include rotationally deformed models, and to account
for the statistical uncertainty in the m(R) data. Re-
cently, Harada
21
has shown how other macroscopic pa-
rameters of NSs (such as moments of inertia, baryonic
masses, binding energies, gravitational redshifts) can be
used in this same framework to recover information about
the EOS.
Finally, Saijo and Nakamura
22
have suggested that
it might be possible to measure the NS radius directly
from the spectrum of the GWs emitted in NS{BH coa-
lescences. These authors have used BH perturbation the-
ory to compute the spectrum of GW emitted by a disk
of dust inspiraling into a rotating BH. When the radius
R
disk
is larger than the wavelength of the quasi-normal
modes of the BH, the spectrum acquires several peaks
with separation / R
 1
disk
, irrespective of M and a. Saijo
and Nakamura conjecture that the same structure would
be visible in the spectrum of GW signals from NS{BH
binaries, providing direct information about the radius.
However, several issues are left unaddressed: in particu-
lar, the particles of the disk move along geodesics, while
the uid of a NS would be strongly constrained by the
gravitation and pressure of the star (except, perhaps, in
the regime of severe tidal disruption); furthermore, for
coalescence events that happen at realistic distances the
signal strength might be too low to let us resolve the
form-factor structure in the spectrum.
D. Numerical simulations of neutron-star tidal
disruption
Summarizing, the preliminary analysis carried out by
the present author suggests that NS tidal-disruption
events have much to teach us about the NS EOS. This
prediction is conrmed by Newtonian simulations
23
of






4show that the ultimate fate of the system (complete or in-
complete disruption; presence of accretion rings or tidal
tails; features of the GW shuto) depends strongly on
the stiness of the EOS. However, detailed relativistic
numerical simulations are still needed to conrm these
prospects, and will be essential as a foundation to inter-
pret any tidal-disruption waveforms that might be mea-
sured in reality.
III. GRAVITY WAVES FROM THE r-MODES
OF YOUNG NEUTRON STARS
All rotating stars possess a class of circulation modes
(r-modes) that are driven toward instability by gravita-
tional radiation reaction; in hot, rapidly rotating young
NSs, this destabilizing eect might be so strong that it
dominates viscous dissipation. Once an r-mode achieves
suÆcient amplitude, the star is quickly spun down as an-
gular momentum is lost to gravitational radiation.
13,14
For stars with initial angular velocity 
  1000 Hz, the
timescale for r-mode growth is  40 s. In recent years, r-
modes have attracted considerable interest as a possible
explanation for the failure to observe very rapidly spin-
ning pulsars, and as a promising GW source for Earth-
based detectors.
However, the astrophysical relevance of r-modes is still
in doubt, pending judgment on two separate issues. First,
the instability of r-modes (discovered by analyzing the
linearized Euler equations for perfect uids) might not be
conrmed after all the complicated physics that occurs
in NSs is taken into account, including relativistic eects,
physical-EOS eects, solid crust eects, magnetic elds,
rotation laws, and so on. Second, the amount of angular
momentumremoved from the star and the strength of the
GW radiation emitted depend critically on the maximum
amplitude that can be reached by the r-mode; but the
growth of the r-mode might be limited to a very small
saturation amplitude by the eects of magnetic elds
26
,
or by the leakage of energy to other (damped) modes by
way of nonlinear hydrodynamical couplings.
There have been several attempts to investigate
the nonlinear dynamics of the r-modes, by means
of second-order Lagrangian perturbation theory,
27
and
of relativistic numerical simulations in the Cowling
approximation.
28
In addition, Lindblom, Tohline and the
present author have carried out Newtonian numerical
simulations that include radiation reaction as an eec-
tive force. We now briey review this work, but we invite




A. Numerical evolutions of nonlinear r-modes in
neutron stars
We solved the Newtonian Euler and Poisson equa-
tions on a 128  64  128 cylindrical grid, using a 2nd-











FIG. 2: Evolution of the dimensionless r-mode amplitude .
Amplitudes of order one imply mode velocities comparable to
the local velocity of rigid rotation. Time is measured in units
of the initial rotation period P
0
of the NS.
order{accurate nite-dierence code developed at LSU
31




paradigm using the well known MPI
33
library. We ran
it on 16 nodes of the HP V-2500 supercomputers at Cal-
tech's Center for Advanced Computing Research.
34
Our initial equilibrium conguration was a simple
polytrope (with n = 1, M = 1:4M

, R = 12:5 km) ob-
tained by solving selfconsistently the Bernoulli and Pois-
son equations.
35
We then augmented the rigid-rotation
velocity eld with a small-amplitude, slow-rotation ap-





















where R and 

0
are the radius and angular velocity of the
unperturbed star, 
0






is a vector spherical harmonic of the mag-
netic type. Gravitational radiation reaction was added as
an eective Newtonian force
37
proportional to the deriva-
tives of the current multipole moments of the star.
Our computing budget set tight limits on the length
of the simulation: one full rotation period of a rapidly
rotating NS took up to ten thousand CPU hours. Conse-
quently, we could not aord to follow the growth of the
r-mode through one or more radiation timescales. In-
stead, we increased the strength of the eective radiation-
reaction force by a factor of about 4500, to bring down
the r-mode growth timescale to values comparable to
the rotation period. Even with this trick, we expect
that the physical behavior observed in the simulations
should still be realistic, because the nonlinear dynamics
of the r-mode (including its couplings to other modes)
should happen at the hydrodynamical timescale, which
in our simulations is still much shorter than the radiation-
reaction timescale.
While computing the evolution of the star, we moni-
tored the r-mode amplitude  by projecting the velocity
5FIG. 3: Cresting waves at the surface of the NS, after the r-
mode amplitude has reached its maximum. The waves create
strong shocks that dump mode energy into thermal energy.



















is the l = m = 2 current multipole moment;


















At the beginning of our evolution, these diagnostics re-






Figure 2 shows the evolution of the r-mode amplitude.
For this simulation, the theoretical prediction
36
for the
r-mode growth time was 10 initial rotation periods. The
mode grew exponentially (in good accord with theory)
until   2; then the mode started to be limited by some
nonlinear process, the amplitude peaked at  = 3:35, and
nally fell down very rapidly. A movie of the crashing
r-mode can be found on the web.
38
What nonlinear process was responsible for limiting
the growth of the r-mode, and for causing its rapid
demise? We discovered a clue when we examined the
evolution of the energy and angular momentum in the
course of the simulation. Even after the emission of an-
gular momentum into GWs fell to zero, the star contin-
ued to lose energy; something other than GWs must be
responsible for this loss.
We believe that we have found the culprit. To rst or-
der in the amplitude, the r-mode is only a velocity mode;
to second order, however, there is an associated density
perturbation, proportional to Y
32
, which appears as a
wave with four crests (two in each hemisphere) on the
surface of the star. As the amplitude reaches its maxi-
mum, these propagating crests turn into large, breaking
waves (see Fig. 3), and the edges of the waves develop
strong shocks that dump kinetic energy into thermal en-
ergy, killing the r-mode.
B. Numerical simulations as a laboratory of stellar
physics
Our code provided a nice laboratory to perform several
more evolutions and tests.
1. We performed basic tests on the robustness of the
code and of our diagnostics, evolving stars with dif-
ferent angular velocities, with or without r-mode
perturbations, and at dierent grid resolutions.
2. We investigated the dependence of the satura-
tion amplitude on the articial amplication of
radiation reaction. Our computing budget made
it impossible to increase the radiation-reaction
timescale; instead, we reduced it even more, nding
that the r-mode saturates faster, but at essentially
the same amplitude.
3. We studied the unforced evolution of unit-
amplitude r-modes, nding that they are essen-
tially stable for as long as we could evolve them.
These results are compatible with the relativistic
evolutions (also unforced) performed by Stergioulas
and Font.
28
C. A new picture for gravity-wave signals from
r-modes
In the traditional scenario for GW emission from r-
modes,
39
the unstable r-mode would grow until it reached
a dimensionless amplitude of about one, and then it
would saturate and persist at that amplitude (for several
months) until it would have lost most of its angular mo-
mentum; during that time, the frequency of the r-mode
would decrease in proportion with the NS spin. The
prospective picture of r-mode GW signals that emerges
from our evolutions is quite dierent. Most interesting,
the r-mode spindown episodes are faster (only a few min-
utes), and the GW frequency remains remarkably con-
stant as the angular velocity of the star decreases. As
a result, the search for r-mode signals changes from a
pulsar-like search (which must account for the Doppler
shifts generated by the movement of the Earth around
the sun) to an easier chirp-like search, with encouraging
prospects for detection.
40
Although recent studies of the eect of magnetic
elds,
26
and of exotic forms of bulk viscosity
41
suggest
that the astrophysical signicance of r-modes might be
limited, the considerable uncertainty about the macro-
scopic and microscopic structure and dynamics of NSs
makes it reasonable to devote some resources to GW
searches for r-mode signals similar to those predicted by
the simulations described above.
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